
MEDIA PRODUCTION BUSINESS PLAN EXAMPLES

Michael's Video Service video production business plan executive summary. Michael's Video Service is a start-up
company providing video production services.

His experience in bringing programs to market is a source of essential information. It'll be much harder for
you to sustain success if you ask for big upfront funding that you aren't sure you can earn back plus profit. Can
you cite previous work you've done? A major distributor has the ability to roll out a program on a national
basis and feed the pipeline far more effectively and quickly than an independent producer. Porter is an
entertainment attorney who established his private practice in to represent creative people and companies
involved in entertainment, sports and the fine arts. The idea here is that your business needs these elements to
be aligned and "mutually reinforcing". All this needs to find its way into the marketing section of your
production company business plan. Shalimar Films focuses on marketing their products through the largest
and best suited distributors in the industry. The years of experience maintained in both the business and
creative sides of a studio enable TBD to generate profitable revenue immediately. Please note that the above
projection might be lower and at the same time it might be higher. Above all you want to start off with easy
wins. Therefore, you don't want to ignore cracks in the wall if your enemy is bringing a battering ram.
Additionally, Mr. Release a short film at Festivals nationwide, with full script in hand, by the end of  Local
photography contracts like the ones setup with local schools are decided by the school board, it being pointless
to try and tap into that market TBD focuses on working with local models, musicians, and DJs for its
photography and editing for it film projects. Since we are manufacturing and delivering the completed "Train
Trax" video programs to Pentrex Publishing under a direct marketing distribution agreement, the profit margin
per video is significantly higher than with a licensing deal. TBD currently leads its competition in the local
sector and will demonstrate this again 1. Which leads to the second reason. Look back at the field before you.
The assets will be held under an LLC s-elect. When a program is projected to have major potential and
widespread appeal, a licensing contract is the preferred method of distribution used by the Company. In
addition to considering this an entertainment production company business plan you may also want to focus
on creative development. Here are the payment options that we will make available to our clients; Payment by
via bank transfer Payment via online bank transfer Payment via check Payment via mobile money Payment
with cash In view of the above, we have chosen banking platforms that will help us achieve our plans with
little or no itches. Next, start to answer the questions your investors might have. Who is going to be on your
team, and how will it grow and change over time? Let's say because you know of a few jobs you'll have early
on, that you ask for less up front. Now is the time to do that. Systems: Procedure for measurement, reward and
resource allocation. Tasks, file sharing, calendars and more. Are you going to hire anyone to start?
Distribution Shalimar Films will only produce programs that have received a solid pre-sale commitment
through a signed licensing or distribution contract with a major label, studio, or distributor. Just enter your
email address and we'll instantly send it to you! The first is that you will scare away investors if you ask for
too much up front, almost without fail they can tell if you are asking for more than it seems like you need.
This chart will help to illustrate the steady growth of the Television and Home Video markets. Every business
plan starts from the top down, with an executive summary. Can you take a good long look at your video
production studio? A business plan for a production company must lay out how you will get started. These
questions will help you start to determine what each "day at the office" will look like. Peter brings us
knowledge of the supply chainâ€”from wholesale acquisitions through the distribution pipeline to the retail
market. Her creditials include five previous years in the video industry. For example, as part of a licensing
deal with Sunshine Videos, Inc. Distributors must have a firm belief that the Producer is reputable, and that
the product is one that will meet with a reasonably large degree of success before signing a pre-sale contract.
Now, let's get a little more advanced. Strategy: How does this business plan to gain an advantage. What is that,
exactly?


